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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we report on examining in applying of Spoken
Term Discovery (STD) to lifelog images. STD is an approach
to discover words which repeated in multiple speeches. We
used an approach based on Dynamic Time Warping to dis-
cover patterns which are repeated in lifelog images. If this
approach gives meaningful patterns, the results will be help-
ful information for lifelog researches (e.g. segmentation,
clustering). We evaluated whether this approach extracts
meaningful patterns. As a result, we found that it has po-
tential for lifelog researches.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Lifelog is logging personal life or experience by some sen-

sors (e.g camera, microphone, GPS, etc.). Recently, device,
used to logging, have miniaturized and improved function-
ality. Therefore, long time lifelog, such as logging all of life,
have come to possible. However, it is difficult to use , be-
cause such lifelog consist of enormous data. Hence, many
researchers have studied efficient way to use lifelog.
For example, Aizawa et al.[1] proposed lifelog video re-

trieval system using camera, GPS, brain wave, web history,
etc. Ellis et al.[4] proposed creating an automatic diary
from acoustic lifelog by segmentation and clustering based
on acoustic features. Doherty et al.[3] showed lifelog images
segmentation based on similarity between adjacent images.
(similar to TextTiling[5])
In this paper, we attempt applying of technique, which

have studied in field of speech processing, for lifelog images.
In typical speech processing, speech are represented as time
sequence of feature vector which extracted from speech in
order of time. Whereas, lifelog images are time sequence
of images. Therefore, lifelog images are represented as sim-
ilar to speech, by transforming image into vector. Here,
we consider that techniques, which have studied in field of
speech processing, are available to lifelog images. In this
paper, we consider an approach called STD, which discover

word-like pattern from speech. STD finds word-like pattern
as pattern which are repeated in multiple speech. Park et
al.[8] proposed an approach based on Dynamic Time Warp-
ing (DTW). Jansen et al.[6] improved Park et al. approach
using image processing. If patterns, which are repeated in
multiple lifelog, are found by applying such approach, its re-
sults are probably useful for lifelog tasks. In this paper, we
evaluate whether this approach extracts repeated patterns.
First, we run STD system, then obtain the patterns as its
results. Next, we observe directly those results and evaluate
whether useful or not.

The organization of this paper is as follow. In section 2,
we explain about STD in detail, then we show experimental
results on section 3. In section 4 we describe future work.
Finally, in section 5, we conclude.

2. SPOKEN TERM DISCOVERY
Spoken Term Discovery (STD) is an approach to discover

word-like pattern from speech. In this section, we describe
DTW based approach (called Segmental DTW[8]) used to
our study.

2.1 Segmental DTW
This approach is variation of DTW. In typical DTW,

for two time sequences X = {x1, x2, · · · , xM} and Y =
{y1, y2, · · · , yN}, optimal alignment between X and Y is cal-
culated, and similarity of two sequences is measured. First,
distance matrix D ∈ RM×N is created, each element D(i, j)
is corresponding to local distance d(xi, yj) between xi and
yj . On this matrix D between D(1, 1) and D(M,N), opti-
mal alignment, minimizes cumulative distance, is found by
dynamic programming. Obtained global alignment path can
be used to measure similarity of two sequences. However,it
is not suitable for finding word from utterance.

Park et al. proposed Segmental DTW for solve this prob-
lem. Segmental DTW consist of below procedure.

First, dividing distance matrix into diagonal overlapping
bands with width W , and calculating alignment path within
each band. These bands prevent undesirable alignment.
Also, they allow for multiple alignments, as each band corre-
sponds to another potential path with start and end points
that differ from D(1, 1) and D(M,N).

Second, searching subsequence of alignment path, which
have highest similarity, for each alignment path. Highest
similarity means likely to be word. When searching subse-
quence, length of subsequence is constrained with minimum
length L. The minimum length criterion is used to prevent
spurious matches between short segments. Figure 1 shows
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Figure 1: Segmental DTW. This figure shows an
example of multiple alignment on distance matrix.
For each alignment path, we search best alignment
(shown as orange line), then part of sequence (shown
as orange rectangle), which associated with it align-
ment, are extracted as candidate for repeated pat-
tern.

an example this algorithm.
In original approach, clustering as post processing is per-

formed. However, we didn’t perform it, because our purpose
is to evaluate whether this approach can extracts useful pat-
tern. We will consider clustering in future work.

2.2 Application for Lifelog images
Here, we describe application Segmental DTW for lifelog.

2.2.1 Vector representation for image
As previously mentioned, we consider that lifelog images

are represented as similar to speech, by transforming image
into vector, and therefore speech processing approaches are
available to lifelog images. Hence, we consider about vector-
ize for images firstly. In popular way, image features, such
as SIFT, based Bag-of-Keypoints[2] is used. This is inspired
by Bag-of-Words in NLP. However, we use visual concepts
which are included by test collection. There are two rea-
sons, first, creating Bag-of-Keypoints is costly than using
visual concepts, second, we don’t have a detailed knowledge
of image processing.

2.2.2 Distance
DTW using distance for calculation, and therefore we

must decide distance between vector. In this case, we use
euclidean distance.

∥p− q∥ =

√√√√
n∑

i

(pi − qi)2, (1)

where, p = {p1, p2, · · · , pn},q = {q1, q2, · · · , qn}.

2.2.3 Calculation of DTW
DTW calculates cumulative distance on distance matrix

to find optimal alignment. We use below formula.

STD
date-1

date-2

match 
or 

mismatch

Figure 2: Outline of experiment. First, we input two
days lifelog images into STD system, then obtain
candidate pairs. Next, we observe these pairs, and
judge pairwise match or mismatch.

W (i, j) = d(xi, yj) +min

⎧
⎨

⎩

W (i− 1, j)
W (i, j − 1)
W (i− 1, j − 1)

⎫
⎬

⎭ , (2)

where, d(xi, yj) is distance between xi and yj (in this case,
euclidean distance), W (i, j) is cumulative distance at (i, j).

2.2.4 Band width W and minimum length L

In speech processing, suitable value for these parameter
is known empirically, but it is unknown in this case. We
take not extreme value. About concrete value, we describe
in Sec. 3.

In this way, we apply STD approach for lifelog images se-
quence. Given two lifelog images sequence as input, our sys-
tem output candidates for patterns which are maybe shared
by these input sequences. Each candidate is pair of subse-
quence of lifelog images. Then, we experiment to evaluate
whether our approach can extracts shared patterns.

3. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we describe experiment which are per-

formed to evaluate whether our approach can extracts pat-
terns which are repeated in lifelog.

3.1 Experimental setup
We use a few days lifelog images from single user included

in NTCIR-12 Lifelog task test collection[], because we con-
sidered that similar pattern is so few in case of using across
user data. For parameters, we set window width W to 100,
and minimum length L to 50. In our approach, window
width corresponding to number of samples, and each sam-
ple is image. We investigate time interval between consec-
utive images on data used to our experiment. As a result,
time interval is about 30 seconds, hence our window width
means temporal width about 50 minutes. On the other
hand, minimum length corresponding to length of alignment
path. Note that alignment path length doesn’t necessarily
corresponding to time differ from window width.

As shown in Figure 1, candidates are obtained as pair
of subsequence corresponding to best alignment on each
alignment path. If our approach is useful for pattern ex-
traction, the pair are expected to includes similar pattern.
Here, we directly observe obtained pairs, then judge pair-
wise ’match’ or ’mismatch’, where ’match’ means that sub-
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Figure 3: Sample of ’match’ pair.

sequences, which are contained in candidate pair, to some
extent includes similar pattern, and ’mismatch’ means that
subsequences no includes similar pattern. Figure 2 shows
outline of our experiment.
In Figure 3,4, we show sample image pairs are extracted

by STD. Fig. 3 is ’match’ pair sample, and Fig. 4 is ’mis-
match’ pair sample. These images are a part of subsequence
constructed by about 20 - 50 images. In Fig. 3, images shows
similar action (in this case, ”using smartphone”), while Fig.
4 images shows completely different scene (Fig. 4(a) shows
’watching TV’, and Fig. 4(b) shows ’cleaning room’).
We judge pair to be ’match’, if both subsequences includes

similar action, and judge to be ’mismatch’ if not.

3.2 Results

Table 1: Experimental results.
judge pair

match 103
mismatch 170

As shown in Table 1, our approach extracted ’mismatch’
pair more than ’match’ pair, unfortunately. However, ’mis-
match’ pair often has low DTW score, while ’match’ pair has
high DTW score. Therefore, we have considered that elim-
inating ’mismatch’ pair from candidates by filtering with
DTW score. By this filtering, our approach will probably
works more effectively.
Reviewing lifelog images which were used to our experi-

ment, we found ’match’ patterns other than automatic ex-
tracted patterns. There are some reasons for that these pat-
terns were not extracted. The one reason is minimum length
parameter probably. The patterns which has length shorter
than our parameter, were not extracted. This problem will
be possibly improve, if we find optimal parameter. However,
we have considered that too short pattern is unsuitable, sim-
ilar to case of speech. (In case of speech, too short pattern

means phoneme, not word.) Therefore, we also take into ac-
count that to ignore short pattern. Apart from short length,
images of bad quality may also be reason. For example, im-
ages has blurred when user moves hard. Alternatively, the
camera, which is used to lifelogging, is mounted on chest, so
user’s arm covers most of screen occasionally. The influence
of bad quality may be strong, because we have used only
image. By looking again ’match’ pairs, we found that our
system have extracted only patterns which are constructed
by relatively small movement (e.g. ’using smartphone’, ’us-
ing computer’, ’watching TV’, etc.). Also from this fact,
we perceive influence of bad quality. (However, there is not
much patterns that user moves hard, in images are used to
experiment. So, it might be incorrect.) It might be difficult
to avoid this problem, because we have used only images to
extract patterns.

There are problems to be solved, but we believe that our
approach has potential for lifelog tasks.

4. FUTURE WORK
In the future work, first, we will examine whether filtering

based on DTW score is effectively for elimination of ’mis-
match’ pairs. If it is effectively, our approach works better.
Next, we will optimize details of approach (e.g. vector rep-
resentation, distance between vector, calculation of DTW
alignment, etc.), because we have not examined yet. For
example, we have considered that use of Bag-of-Keypoints
instead of visual concepts, and introduction of slope con-
straint to alignment path of DTW.

Finally, we will consider useful application for lifelog. For
example, we may be able to perform scene detection, by
dividing lifelog images based on obtained patterns. Its seg-
mentation enables to retrieve lifelog on small unit, such as
event unit but not day unit. Also, we can do clustering for
obtained patterns. In original Segmental DTW, Park et al.
used graph clustering for word discovery. Lin et al.[7] re-
ported Time Constrained K-means (TCK-means) clustering
for lifelog video. TCK-means is extended K-means algo-
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Figure 4: Sample of ’mismatch’ pair.

rithm, it take into account temporal relationship between
data. By clustering, patterns including similar action, are
collected into group. We may obtain information from group,
and use it for automatic labelling or automatic summary.
And, if many patterns are associated by group, it may be
available for retrieval (e.g. like pseudo relevance feedback).
As mentioned in Sec 1, these researches has been studied

on various approach. We consider that comparison with
preexist approaches and combination with those.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we examined of application of Spoken Term

Discovery technique,which have been studied on field of NLP,
for lifelog images. We used unsupervised technique (called
Segmental DTW) using variation of Dynamic Time Warp-
ing. We applied it by representing each lifelog image as
vector. Then, we evaluated effectiveness of our approach,
by to observe outputs of STD and to judge these outputs to
be ’match’ or ’mismatch’. As a result, we confirmed that our
approach has potential for lifelog tasks, but we also found
several problems.
In future work, to improve these problems, we plan to in-

troduce filtering with DTW score and to optimize some part
of approach. Then, we intend to examine various applica-
tion.
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